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EDITORIALS
The Maroon Tiger wishes for all “A Merry Christmas 
and A Happy, Prosperous New Year.”—May that “peace 
that passeth all understanding” abide with all.
HOW SHALL WE CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS?
In a few hours there will dawn upon us another Christ­
mas. How shall we celebrate it? Shall we think only 
of receiving or shall we think also of giving? Shall we 
plan for enjoyment solely for ourselves or shall we at­
tempt to bring joy into the hearts of those who are less 
fortunate than we? Shall we think of the needs and 
desires of little children—of the Christ who first saw 
the light nineteen hundred and thirty-one years ago? 
Shall we consider the hopes, ambitions and aspirations 
of our parents who are striving so hard that we might 
exist. Shall we stop asking ourselves for a moment 
whether our friends love us, and instead, ask ourselves 
if we love them equally as well? Shall we banish for 
a day our prejudices, our dislikes, our selfish motives 
and think of the fatherhood of God and the brother­
hood of Man? Shall we or can we for a day think 
that love is the greatest and only thing in this world— 
greater than hate, evil, and greed? Can we for a day 
think and realize that God is love—is omnipotent—that 
He is the Supreme Judge? If we are able to do these 
things, then we can rightfully celebrate Christmas.
W. N. J.
LEST WE FORGET
Those who would help a worthy cause, but whose 
financial position will not allow them may take an ad­
vantage of an unusual opportunity to spread joy and 
happiness this Christmas and at the same time aid in 
human progress. Here is the secret—Buy Christmas 
Seals, sold everywhere by the Anti-Tuberculosis Asso­
ciation. Place them on Christmas Greetings to loved 
ones and let your missive, whether post card or pack­
age, serve a double purpose—greetings of peace and 
good will, and, at the same time show an interest in 
those less fortunate than ourselves.
WEEK OF PRAYER VERSUS HELL WEEK
That ideals exist on our campus adverse to the temper 
and dignity of our college is attested by the activities 
of fraternities. During our solemn week of prayer, 
several fraternities emphatically revealed this judgment 
by instating “hell week.’ “Hell week” is one during 
which the pledges clown, act nutty, impersonate Luci­
fer and disturb the serene.. The “week of prayer” was 
repeatedly announced before its arrival. It is palpable 
that so highly selective groups as the fraternities could 
not be uninformed as to the meaning of this week. It is 
reasonable, therefore, to conclude that this was a del il aer­
ate effort to voice hostility to wholesome programs and to 
maliciously insult those favoring the week of prayer. 
When such organizations debase worthy ideals and tra­
ditions with such low paganism and hellish whims, it is 
obvious that depravity and shame thrive within their 
creeds.
The chief value of fraternities to our campus is their
AN ANNUAL FOR 1932
While the student body has been passionate, enthusi­
astic and determined in its effort to re-awaken the public 
to the realization of the worth of cultural entertain­
ment, it should be equally alert and responsive to pre­
serve in a literary form those records that signify the 
success of such copious endeavors. These events, acti­
vities and personalities that comprise our yearly sojourns 
to college ought to be set down in an orderly form. 
Students should be willing and anxious to have memoirs 
of those personalities whose thoughts and actions have 
helped us. Those characters whose laughter, talents, 
assidious toil, endearing friendship we cherish and frame. 
There will come moments in our lives when we will 
wish to review our deeds in colleges. There will come 
times in our lives when people will require of us writ­
ten productions of our activities in college. We must 
be able to satisfy them. An annual is precisely the 
instrument necessary to contain such information. An 
annual is a term-history of students and their activities 
on the campus for a particular year.
To do a task like this the student body must become 
conscious of its ability to do cutstanding things. This 
ability has been evinced in our fruitful labors in handling 
the projects for cultural entertainment. The presenta­
tions of Macbeth, the Oxford debaters and Langston 
Hughes have not been direct charges to the student body. 
The student body toiled in such a way as to persuade 
the public to defray part of the expense. By similar 
devices can part of the cost of publishing an annual be 
shifted. At least it is worth trying. Difficult tasks can 
be achieved when there is a will and spirit to achieve.
Let ach
All students want an annual. Students need the thrill 
and experience of being actors in a gripping drama about 
the romance of business and literary collections. Money 
is scarce, but through careful planning good salesman­
ship and support from the entire student body, the 
alumni a id our faculty we can easily publish an annual
It has been seven years since the last annual was pub­
lished. The publication of another annual is long over­
due. We are just as sincere and capable in desire to pub­
lish an annual as were the students seven years ago. Now 
is the time to test our strength. We must publish 
an annual in 1932.
ability to furnish material for their own condemnation. 
They afford incurable ills. Less serious, however, is 
their ability to demoralize personalities within their 
ranks who have no right to suffer for their misconduct. 
The crushing fraternity machinery of three flights ujf 
stands a formidable dragon to every student. It is bold 
in its opposition to sober things.
Fraternities make paupers out of striving students, 
for they always exact, but never aid. Indeed they pull 
down more men than they pull up. There can be no 
peace wherever fraternities exist. Freshmen are dis­
illusioned by their starchy fronts. Hence, their good 
qualities are often warped. Fraternities must reform! 
Students may defend or deny these views. Say it in 
The Opinion Column.
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FORUM ON DISARMAMENT
HOW CAN STUDENTS HELP ACHIEVE 
WORLD DISARMAMENT?
World Disarmament is a plan which would necessarily 
involve an agreement between nations for the purpose of 
securing world peace, and at the same time rid them of 
the bloody monster “war.” It would involve the aboli­
tion of war, whether offensive or defensive, for if each 
individual regarded the personality of every other in­
dividual, no nation would wage offensive war, and of 
course, there would be no necessity for defensive war­
fare.
What a theme we have for contemplation—nations 
grounded and routed in war; man by some barbarous 
instinct exulting in bloodshed, in gory battlefields, in 
false honor and empty titles. However, we cannot blame 
the masses that continue to uphold the ridiculous cus­
tom. It has always been the policy of nationalists to 
laud the glory of war, to those who are not aware of 
the facts. They have terribly misrepresented even the 
half-truths which were so cleverly instilled in us from 
childhood.
There is an old saying, “truth crushed to earth shall 
rise again”, and now that students have become interested 
to a large extent in international affairs, the weights 
have been removed from truth, permitting it to rise. 
Certainly, students, having realized the folly of the ex­
penditures of huge sums of money to perpetuate an evil 
custom, should be willing to impart this vital truth to 
those that have not received the benefits of college or 
even finished high school.
In case of another war, students would have to bear 
a heavy part of the actual fighting. Students, there­
fore should advocate a reorganization of life to prevent 
such a contingency.
The student, you may say, is in no position to at­
tempt to keep the nationalist from spreading his “false 
doctrines.” Would a nationalist listen to a student view, 
and accept it when he knew that his “patriotic hoax” 
was at stake? No, he profits by the wholesale mass­
acres of the masses, and must, therefore, advocate his 
cause. The masses, on the other hand will listen eagerly 
to the student observation, and results spring from that 
direction.
The student is preparing to fill positions of influence 
in life and is unfair to himself if he does not attempt 
to discourage armament. Student propaganda is needed 
to cause psychological and economic disarmament. Thus 
does student propaganda prove itself to be the great­
est force that could be used to influence public senti­
ment.
From the foregoing facts, we may reasonably assert 
that the principal way in which to help achieve disarm­
ament lies in universal student propaganda.
Students are in a position to uncover this system of 
national suicide and if ^his is done in each of the coun­
tries under the sun, stressing the fundamental principle 
given to us by Jesus Christ, “Thou shalt love thy neigh- 
bor as thyself”, their propaganda shall have accom­
plished a worthy purpose as contrasted to ♦he “diaboli­
cal patriotic propaganda.”
Arthur L. Sanders, ’32.
HOW STUDENTS CAN HELP ACHIEVE 
WORLD DISARMAMENT
Cne of the most important questions, today, is that 
of World Disarmament. Students can help achieve 
world disarmament by creating well informed groups on 
their respective campuses. An adequate amount of lit­
erature should be available. It is desirable that cer­
tain key individuals make contacts with those students 
with whom they have some influence, and to whom such 
a vital question as world disarmament would have some 
appeal. Groups of students might meet with each other 
in a quiet spot away from their campuses and discuss 
the pro’s and con’s of disarmament. What can students 
do to supplement such an approach on their campuses?
Students of each college might get their dramatic 
club to write and produce a play dramatizing some 
phase of world peace. A model Disarmament Confer­
ence would provide a dramatic presentation of the po­
sitions of the major powers to be represented at the 
General Disarmament Conference in 1932. A disarm­
ament bulletin board might be placed in a conspicuous 
place on each campus. Clippings might be posted there­
on, revealing the developments leading up to the Dis­
armament Conference. We are, therefore, led to ask 
this question, How may students effectively express them­
selves on world disarmament?
In answering this question, I may say that the press, 
the radio, and the United States senators and represen­
tatives stand out as the more important agencies for 
the dissemination of ideas. Let us treat these in their 
order. Since its creation, the press has been one of the 
most powerful organs of group expression. Use of the 
press by students would be a definite contribution toward 
world disarmament. In collaboration with the press, 
the radio has brought into close relation widely sepa­
rated peoples, and has made them better acquainted. 
Students might use the radio to drive home their opinions 
on disarmament. Ry the use of the press and the radio, 
students of the world would unify themselves in the propa­
gation of their common principles. Student opinions 
might be expressed either through small delegations or
personal letters, petitions, and telegrams to United States 
senators and representatives and to the President of 
the United States. Is there not another way by which 
students can more assuredly work toward the achieve­
ment of world disarmament?
The answer to this question is, yes! International co­
operation among students is that reply. Narrowness of 
approach will avail us nothing. There might be world 
unity among students in achieving world disarmament. 
The students of Germany, the United States, and all 
other nations of the world might unite on this big task.
Thus we see that there are at least three ways by 
which students might help achieve world disarmament, 
namely: by creating well informed student groups, by 
dissemination of their opinions on disarmament through 
the press, the radio, and the United States senators and 
representatives, and by international cooperation. A 
nation without vision will perish. Will the nations of 
the world fail to see the vision of thousands of students, 
and perish in the midst of this dire prophecy?
William H. Shell, ’33.
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DISARMAMENT OR WAR?
By H. J. Battle
Every alert citizen of the world is awaiting with, 
anxiety the Conference on Universal Disarmament to be 
held at Geneva in February. Since 1898, there has been 
a series of such conferences. However, very little has 
been definitely accomplished. Before the Great War. 
the Hague Conference sought to maintain peace through 
universal disarmament, but Germany prohibited its suc­
cess. After the war, the nations involved embodied the 
disarmament question in the Treaty of Versailles. By 
this Treaty Germany was compelled to reduce her arm­
aments with the understanding that a general reduc­
tion and limitation of armaments would follow as one 
of the most fruitful preventives of war. The only defi­
nite step that has been taken in accord with the provi­
sion of that Treaty is seen in the London Treaty. The 
latter Treaty is in mutual agreement among the United 
States, England, and Japan to limit their naval forces. 
The League of Nations, probably because of its desire 
to execute the provision of the Treaty of Versailles, has 
planned a conference to be held at Geneva in February, 
1932, in which universal disarmament will be considered.
What the results of this conference will be, no one 
knows. To me, it seems that the only sensible thing 
for the nations of the world to do is to make drastic 
reduction in armaments. The greatest handicap to such 
action seems to be the fear of individual nations that 
they will lose their national security by disarmament. 
Many seem to think that lasting peace is to be had by 
national defense. Even in our country, many still cling 
to Washington’s belief that preparation for defense is 
one of the best guarantees of peace. Erance and other 
nations have a similar belief. On the other hand, it 
seems to me, that no nation can maintain peace by con­
tinually increasing its armaments. When one nation in­
creases its defense the other nation, in order to maintain 
security, must increase hers also. The only security 
that national defense can offer is necessarily based on 
fear. The nation which has the greatest security is the 
one that has the greatest army and of which other na­
tions are most afraid. Then to offset this fear and to 
gain for themselves more security, the other nations in­
crease their armies. Thus, there is a vicious circle— 
armies, fear, suspicion; more armies, more fears, and more 
suspicion. Each time the circle revolves more arma­
ments, more fear, and more suspicion accumulate. If 
one nation gets too far ahead of another nation alliances 
are formed against it. The process continues until war 
becomes inevitable. Furthermore, during this process 
an increasing amount of the wealth of the world is be­
ing converted into armaments, which have utility only 
in war. This adds to the condition, the factor of social 
unrest, which is only another stimulus to encourage the 
war spirit.
It, therefore, seems to me that the question of 
whether or not the nations of the world tvant to dis­
arm is synonymous to that of whether or not they want 
poverty and war. Let us hope that the conference will 
take the sensible course in February.
Military training in American Land Grant Colleges and 
Universities should be continued as a defense against 
the open antagonism of radicalism to democratic govern­
ment, in the opinion of Dr. Raymond G. Bressler who has 
recently assumed his duties as president of the Rhode 
Island State College at Kingston.—N. S. F. A.
SAMPLE BALLOT
Date________________  .
I. If all nations join in similar reductions in mili­
tary and naval establishments intended for use 
against each other, how much disarmament 
would you favor? (Check the approximate fig­
ure desired)
None 25% — 50%-. 75%-. 100%-
II. Do you favor the American delegation to the
General Disarmament Conference taking the in­
itiative in calling upon all nations to join us in 
reducing armaments?
None -.. 25%.. .. 50%.. - 75%-. 100%-.
III. Do you favor our setting an example for other 
nations by reducting our expenditure upon arm­
aments?
None 25%.... 50% - 75%.- 100%-.
IV. Do you favor American adherence to the World 
Court upon the basis of the Root Protocols?
Yes________ No________
V. Do you favor compulsory military training in 
colleges?
ù es No —__ —.
VI. Do you favor dropping military training en-
tirely from the college curriculum?
Yes______ No________





THE SUPREME PRAYER OF MY HEART 
(From A Scrap Book)
“The supreme prayer of my heart is not to lie learned, 
rich, famous, powerful or even good, but simply to be 
radiant. I desire to radiate health, cheerfulness, calm 
courage and good-will.
“I wish to live without hate, whim, jealousy, envy, 
fear. I wish to be simple, honest, frank, natural, clean 
in mind and clean in body, unaffected—to say ‘I do not 
know’, if it be so, and to meet all men on an absolute 
equality, to face any obstacle and meet every difficulty 
unabashed and unafraid.
“I wish others to live their lives, too, up to their high­
est, fullest, and best. To that end I pray that I may 
never meddle, interfere, dictate, give advice that is not 
wanted, or assist when my services are not needed. If 
I can help people, I 11 do it by giving them a chance 
to help themselves; and if I can uplift or inspire, let it 
be by example, inference, and suggestion, rather than by 
injunction and dictation. That is to say, I desire to be 
radiant, to Radiate Life."’ Theodore R. Gay, ’32.
Howard Thurman, ’23, Religious Adviser for More­
house and Spelman, has been invited by a joint com­
mittee representing the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C. A. 
of California to speak at several student conferences and 
important churches during the latter part of December 
and the first part of January. Mr. Thurman will also 
speak in the following schools: University of Redlands. 
University of California at Los Angeles, University of 
Southern California, Whittier College, Stanford Univer­
sity, San Jose State College, University of California, 
Colelge of the Pacific, Occidental College, Pomona Col­
lege, University of Arizona and the Pasedena Junior 
College.
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| SEEN AND HEARD ]
• I
MOREHOUSE STUDENTS PRESENT MACBETH MOREHOUSE DEBATES OXFORD
Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 4.—As predicted, the student pre­
sentation of Macbeth was highly successful in bringing 
the public back to Morehouse. The chapel was packed 
with spectators; some were even turned away. So great 
was the demand that a second performance was given 
the night following.
Mr. Fred Maise as Macbeth and Mrs. Virginia Pope 
as Lady Macbeth showed the best dramatic ability. Mr. 
Maise will long be remembered for his excellent act­
ing in the scene in which he murdered Duncan, and Mrs. 
Pope evinced the admiration of the audience when in 
the first scene of act five she, walking in her sleep, re­
viewed the intrigue that lead to Macbeth’s becoming 
king.
The witches, Tapley Wardlaw, George Smith, and 
Richard Perkins, were the next favorite of the audience. 
Smith was especially good with the natural intonations 
of his voice.
Furney Marshburn as Duncan, Marion Cabaniss as 
Banquo, Edwin Thomas as Malcolm, William Harri­
son as MacDuff, Thomas Kilgore as Lenox, Albert Jor­
dan as Seyton, Wallace Gooden as Rosse and Viola 
Branham as Gentlewoman gave a very excellent support­
ing cast. No one can forget Harrison in his very hu­
morous portrayal of MacDuff; we all succumb to the 
throes of laughter when some one suddenly bursts forth 
with the exclamation, horror! horror! horror!
No little credit is due MissAnne Cooke and Rev. How­
ard Thurman who faithfully coached and trained the 
cast in dramatic art. The stage settings made by Mr. 
Hale Woodruff and his art class were very appropriate 
and were approved very highly by those present.
Many came back to see the play again on the second 
night. It was the general opinion that the acting as a 
whole was better the second night than on the first night.
THE NEW DRAMATIC CLUB
A few weeks ago, a group of students selected by Miss 
Anne Cook, of Atlanta University, Spelman and More­
house Colleges, met at Spelman College in the reception 
room of South Morehouse Hall for the purpose of or­
ganizing a joint dramatic club.
The first business was the election of officers. The fol­
lowing officers were elected: Mr. Edwin Thomas, chair­
man; Miss Naomah Williams, secretary; Miss Edith Tate, 
mistress of the wardrobe; W. N. Jackson, business man­
ager; Wilmer Jennings, stage manager. It was unana- 
mouslv decided that Miss Anne Cook be the directress.
The name of the club will be The University Players 
of Atlanta University, Spelman and Morehouse Colleges.
In the near future, under the auspices of the Campus 
Mirror, the club will present the play, “Lady Winder­
mere’s Fan.”
This new dramatic society marks another step in the 
merger of the three institutions and it is hoped that it 
will be backed and supported whole-heartedly by the 
students and general public of Atlanta.
Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 9.—Morehouse was again success­
ful in her effort to bring the public back to her camp­
us, when, before a packed house, she debated Oxford 
University I England) on the negative of the question, 
“Resolved: That the Press Is Democracy’s Greatest Dan­
ger.” The Englishmen, superior in their easy-flowing 
diction, sarcasm and wit, found the audience constantly 
breaking forth with mirth and hilarity. On the other 
hand, Morehouse was the better in presentation of facts 
and reasoning.
Morehouse was represented by Milton King Curry, 
’32, and Alfred C. Tyler, ’32. Oxford representatives 
were John A. Boyd-Carpenter and John Foot.
Mr. Boyd-Carpenter, the first speaker for the affirma­
tive, humorously denounced the American press, putting 
much emphasis on the fact that too much space was giv­
en to the trivial things in American life; such as, ath­
letics and comic strips. “Football”, he stated, “is rather 
a silly game.” Each group after a brilliant piece of work 
gathers into little huddle-conferences to congratulate each 
other. And, after going through all the work and bat­
tle to get to the goal post, they came back to the center 
of the field to start all over again.”
Mr. Curry, in upholding the negative, centered his ar­
gument and attack around the statement that capitalism, 
unrestrained competition, and economic imperialism were 
greater dangers than the press. He declared that the 
press was only a tool in the hands of the three above- 
mentioned forces.
Mr. Foot, the second speaker for the affirmative, 
pointed out the fact that all American publications were 
controlled by less than 20,000 publishers. He bemoaned 
the fact that American newspapers thought only of crime 
as a front-page headliner.
Tyler, in the last stand for the negative, continued 
the argument of his colleague. He averred that the 
press is only a tool in the hands of nationalism, capital­
ism, imperialism, and inertia. He pointed out clearly 
that these evils had existed in the absence of the press 
in the Roman Empire, and hence he proved that these 
evils would exist today in the absence of the press and 
so be greater evils than the press itself.
In an interview after the debate, the visitors compli­
mented Morehouse very highly. They stated that this 
debate had been the most difficult on the schedule so 
far. They are touring the United States and are debat­
ing all outstanding colleges. They have five different 
subjects for debate.
WEEK OF PRAYER OBSERVED
November 30th-Dec. 4th, marks our Annual Week of 
Prayer. Mr. Thurman opened the series on “The De­
velopment of an Ethical Philosophy of Life” by speak­
ing on “Deep River.” The significant points in his ad­
dress were: “Life is in process and so is the river. Life 
is very exacting and so is the river. Life has a goal— 
God; and so does the river—the sea.”
Dr. Vernon Johns, President of Virginia Theological 
Please Turn To Page Twelve
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FIRST ANNUAL HONORS DAY EXERCISES HELD
Our first “Honors Day” services were held on Novem­
ber 17th. Mr. Kendall Weisiger, President of the Boarcl 
of Trustees, spoke on the “Aims and Purposes of Edu­
cation and the Part It Plays in Citizenship.” Some of 
the points that he brought out were: “Education aims to 
have us think constructively—to work effectively and to 
live abundantly so as to make this world a better place 
in which to live.
“Education purposes to develop the individual to his 
or her highest capacity.
“Education plays a part in citizenship. A construc­
tive citizen thinks hopefully and logically foi the fu­
ture. He is an optimist.”
THE PROGRAM
The Prelude. The Invocation. Glory to God in the 
Highest, Schubert, by the College Glee Club. Address 
by Mr. Kendall Weisiger. The College Hymn.
The Deans List
John Henry Gary Anderson, James Raymond Bailey, 
Haron James Battle, Charles Henry Bonner, Hortenius 
Chenault, James Allen Colston, Milton King Curry, Ken­
neth Duval Days, Marion Richy Edmonds, Coy Emer­
son Flagg, Charles Clement Gaines, Henry James Jack- 
son, William Nichols Jackson, Frederick Leopold John­
son, Glanville Alfred Lockett, Luke Alexander Murphy, 
William Christopher McKelvey, Jr., Edward Craig Ma- 
zique. Richard Dean Rambeau, Mortimer Herman Robin­




Milton King Curry First .$40.00
Henry James Jackson—Second 25.00
Sophomore
Hortenius Chenault—First ..   40.00
William Nichols Jackson—Second. __ . ... .... 25.00
Freshman
Haron James Battle—First... ... . 40.00
Charles Clement Gaines—Second   .. ... 25.00
PAUL BLANSHARD ADDRESSES STUDENTS
Serving somewhat as a follow-up to his talk on Mon­
day night at the Ware Memorial Chapel at Atlanta Uni­
versity, Paul Blanshard spent more than one-half hour 
after his address in answering very timely and thought­
ful questions asked him by an interested audience.
The talk on Monday night was followed by two ad­
dresses to a class in Labor Problems and the combined 
students of the University, Morehouse and Spelman Col­
leges at Morehouse Tuesday. Both talks were as im­
pressive as the one delivered Monday night.
Monday night, Mr. Blanshard spoke on “The Econom­
ics of Future International War.” He mentioned the eco­
nomic motive behind imperialism and cited the country 
of Japan which is densely populated with people try­
ing to find an outlet, namely Manchuria.
He warned that unless Japan paid some attention to 
the League of Nations, trouble would ensue between
Continued on Page Twelve
ALUMNI NEWS
• j N. P. Tillhlan, ’20, who is working on his Doctorate 
at the University of Wisconsin, has been active in inter­
racial work while in Madison. He recently spoke at 
a meeting of the National Association for the Advance­
ment of Colored People on the reasons for the compara­
tively small Negro enrollment in institutions of higher 
learning. Mr. Tillman laid special emphasis on the 
fact that the student sees no opportunity ahead for put­
ting into practice the training and skill which he ac­
quires in colleges and universities.
Albert W. Dent, 26, has been released from his duties 
as Endowment and Alumni Secretary of Morehouse Col­
lege in order that he might accept the position of Super­
intendent of the new $400,000 Flint Goodridge Hospital 
in New Orleans, Louisiana. In the three years that Mr. 
Dent has been at Morehouse he has organized the alum­
ni into a functioning group, gathered and recorded data 
of the graduates and fully 95 per cent of the students 
who attended the institution for one or more semesters, 
and has been instrumental in securing pledges from col­
ored people to the amount of $115,000 of which $30,000 
has been paid in cash. We feel sure that the same tact, 
fine judgment and business acumen that gave success 
to Mr. Dent's efforts at Morehouse College will be de­
voted to this new task. He has our best wishes.
Maynard H. Jackson, 14, has been pressed into serv­
ice to continue the campaign of collecting the $100,000 
pledged by Negroes to Morehouse College. Mr. Jack- 
son brings to the work a new enthusiasm, a well-trained 
mind, and a wide experience as a business man, pastor, 
and as National Field Secretary of the Foreign Mission 
Board of the National Baptist Convention. It is hoped 
that every alumnus, student and faculty member of More­
house College will cooperate with Mr. Jackson in help­
ing to put over the big job confronting him. He conies 
to serve his Alma Mater in this emergency with a leave 
of absence of six months from his pastorate at the New 
Hope Baptist Church of Dallas, Texas.
Walter R. Chivers, ’19, Professor in the Department 
of Sociology at Morehouse College, was granted a leave 
of absence of one semester last year to study lynching 
as special investigator for the Commission on Inter­
racial Cooperation. This report, under the title of, “The 
Report of the Southern Commissions on the Study of 
Lynching.” has just been published. Copies may be se­
cured from the Commission on Interracial Cooperation, 
703 Standard Building, Atlanta, Georgia.
H. Councill Trenholm, ’20, President of the Alabama 
State Teachers College at Montgomery, spoke over a 
coast-to-coast hook-up on the National Education Week 
Program over the National Broadcasting System from 
Washington. Mr. Trenholm is serving this year as Presi­
dent of the National Association of Teachers in Colored 
Schools and the Alabama State Teachers Association.
Edward S. Hope, ’23, is at home after spending three 
years in South America doing hydro-electric engineering. 
At present, Mr. Hope is building a new roadway on the 
Spelman campus from a point at the intersection of the 
roads at Giles and Packard Halls to Greensferry Avenue 
at a point almost directly in front of the Chestnut Street 
intersection. The new roadway is being built so that the 
new library will be more accessible to Spelman students.
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I BOOKS IN BRIEFî. _ «
Biology in Human Affairs edited by Edward M. East.
Mr. East has perfected a masterpiece in editing a book
on such a vital subject for the layman reader. The book 
is really a compilation of articles written by twelve 
scientists prominent in their respective fields of endeavor. 
Mr. East has so bound these articles together that they 
represent a literary work of high merit well connected 
in thought.
The subject-matter of “Biology in Human Affairs” 
falls into three parts. The first part is more or less gen­
eral in nature. It treats the philosophy and the validity 
of the conclusions of biology. At first, man, as a gre­
garious animal was steeped in superstition and folk­
lore, and though he studied other animals objectively, he 
could never study himself in the same way. He was 
still pitting his paltry strength of mind and arm against 
stern reality until recent years. He has just pulled 
the skim from his eyes and begun to study himself ob­
jectively. His habits of living may be likened from his 
own conclusions, to that of a pack of wolves, he is lost 
when separated from the pack. By his adherence to 
the ‘pack’, certain problems have arisen and he has made 
laws to correct them only to be stared in the face bv 
the fact that “man’s career is determined by the sum 
total of his heridity and his environment.” The known 
is often unpleasing, but members of the human race must 
stop lying to each other at some time, therefore, he has 
found that “the heads of youths can not be moulded in 
a single mould, but special attention must be given to 
the proper conditioning of the mind—hence psychologi­
cal research with which the second part concerns itself.
Scientists have had to contend with “fogyisms” in this 
field also, but they have made considerable progress des­
pite them. Darwin was responsible for the natural his­
tory view of man and the development of the scientific 
study of human nature. This method studies objec­
tively the organization of motives and mental mechan­
isms. Descartes, the eminent French philosopher, first 
attributed certain aspects of human behavior to certain 
brain centers. Leibnitz, Hobbes, Locke, Gall. Wundt, 
Koller, Pestalozzi, Freud and others who made notable 
contributions took Descartes’ hypothesis and proved it 
true by experiment. Psychology has advanced from 
the genetic view point of human strength and weakness 
to psychiatry. Hence, by comparison with other animals, 
man has found that crime, repressed instincts, sex be­
haviorism and neurotic reflexes can be treated and their 
characteristics explicated by modern psychology since 
man found that individual treatment must be given to 
these, he has applied psychology to Education and In­
dustry. Since man now knows why he does certain 
things, he naturally wishes to know more concerning his 
body—that complete coordinated machine controlled by 
the brain which he has made less mysterious with psy­
chology, hence advances have been made in genetics, 
physiology bio-chemistry, medicine, public health and 
zoology of which the third part treats.
In each case, scientists have had to deal with old no­
tions and taboos, therefore, the old notion of like pro­
ducing like had to be replaced by the more accurate idea 
that each gene produces genes like itself. Upon this 
assumption Mendel based most of his work in heredity 
and genetics. By disintegrating old notions, other pi-
NEW BOOKS AT A. U. LIBRARY
Embree, E. R. Brown America:, the story of a new race. 
The executive head of the Rosenwald Fund Con­
tends that the American Negro represents a new 
race among men, in its fusion of black, red, and 
white blood.
Kennedy, J. P., PN 1993 .5 The Story of the Filins.
A major industry studies in the careers of some 
of its successful pioneers.
Adams. J. T. The Epic oj America.
The banker who became an historical scholar, 
gives a 1-volume survey of American civiliza­
tion,—written unevenly in parts, but dramatic as 
a whole.
Mathews, Shaler. BT9R .M33 The Growth of the 
Idea oj God.
The Dean of the Divinity School of the Univer­
sity of Chicago gives his answer to the statement 
that religion is a superstition.
Faulkner, Wm. These Thirteen.
Short stories, half of them in southern settings, 
by the Mississippi author who refuses to live in 
New York. “Dry September”, the story of a 
lynching, is considered one of the best.
Burns, C D. CB425 ,B8 Modern Civilization on Trial
“In this book modern civilization is taken to mean 
the whole complex of social customs, beliefs, 
and emotional attitudes, which make the people 
of New York, London, Paris, and Berlin, differ­
ent from those of Tientsin or Timbuctoo, and dif­
ferent also, from what Western people were even 
twenty years ago.”—Pref.
Hughes, Langston. Not Without Laughter.
“The real Negro novel.”—Alain Locke.
Yeats-Brown, Francis. Lives oj a Bengal Lancer.
A best seller which is also a sound piece of lit­
erature. “One of the most remarkable books in 
modern literature. I have known of no other in­
stance of a genuine psychological record of any 
intimate touch of a Western mind with the mind 
of the East.”—Rabindranth Tagore.
Lawrence, D. H. PSI 21 .23 Studies in Classic
American Literature.
“There is a new voice in the old American clas­
sics ... a new feeling in the old American books, 
far more than there is in the modern American 
books, which are prettv empty of any feeling, 
and proud of it. . .”—Chap. 1.
Bancroft, Frederic. E112 .B21 Slave-Trading in the
Old South.
As it really was. Illustrated by old prints, news­
paper advertisements, etc.
Lowell, Amy PS324 .L8 Tendencies in Modern
American Poetry.
“Poets are always the advance guard of litera­
ture: the advance guard of life. . . ”—Pref.
oneers like Mendel, notably Pasteur, Harvey, and Fick, 
have made discoveries and established facts in medicine, 
zoology, physiology and bio-chemistry.
C. C. Gaines.
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THOUGHTS IN VERSE ¡
i
CHRISTMAS EVE 
“One time in aR the year is sweet,
And passing sweet the rest heside;
When loving friends, long parted, meet,
And hearts with wealth of welcome beat 
At Christmas-tide
“Dear Christmas-Eve! when love is strong,
And strife and falsehood pass away,
And kindly actions round us throng,
And memories of ancient wrong
Die out for aye.
“And yet in this wide world I know 
There must be always some who grieve,
Who all unloved, unloving go,
Or sit enthroned amid their woe,
On Christmas-Eve.
“God grant to hearts thus overcast 
Such love and joy as we receive,
That, free from spectres of the past,




Again her face, her eyes, her hair.
Into my dreams come stealing there.
A flicker—then a faint sequence;
Her smiles awake my drowsy sense.
A phantom! But why haunt me so?
Of all the things, could I do more?
I gave my love, a sacrifice,
Alas, unto a heart of ice!
Buggs.
IRONY
You would think 
(When you are without it)
Love were glorious—
Even as the sun;
You might sigh
In your loneliness:
“Ah, love is sublime,—■ 











THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS
(The “Low Down” in verse) 
By C. S. Buggs
’Twas the night before Christmas, I 11 admit that sir.
Not a creature was stirring, hut the fellows all were.
There were heavy footsteps and some slamming of doors, 
And the halls were just throbbing with tin radios.
You see, here’s the reason: It was ten twenty-eight,
On the famous Roof Garden these guys had a date.
Now you know why these boys were dressing with care, 
And borrowing clean shirts from rooms here and there. 
“Say, listen, roommate. I’m gonna use your tux,
I gotta break th broad down in these Florsheim De Lux.” 
There was laughter and sorrow. One guy wrote a note, 
Some beat on the pannels with“0«rrey la porte.”
“What d’ye guys think this is—Oh, gift to the ‘she’?” 
“It’s more blessed to give than receive”—saveth he.
A trio was crooning: “Now That You're Gone.”
The Shower hath leach: “Say I 11 give you some dope 
’Bout your girl last week, if you 11 lend me your soap.” 
“I’m going crazy,” cries Asthma. “I’ve popped my shoe
lace.”
While Drew wants to borrow zzzy borrowed tooth paste.
In room thirty-four Mose whispered: “I pass.”
Then Bung-A-Lung cried: “Ah! some hair grease at last!” 
Now one guy was ready, as sharp as a tack.
With his shoes all so glossy and his “glory” slicked
back.
The telephone rang and he dashed to the phone;
“I’m sorry,” she cooed, “But I’ve got to stay home.”
He looked at the mouthpiece and moaned: “What a
shame.”
Doddy said: “Forget it. That’s the way of that dame.” 
Then Rudy got ready, started eating his Mum.
“I’ve a date, too,” said “Stick”. “So please save me some.” 
Blake was up in a bathrobe, fairly raving with shame, 
“I forgot, I can’t go. Not a shirt to my name.”
“Hey, listen you fellows, cut out all that fuss,
Woof-Woof’s on the warpath and he'll flunk all of us.” 
There’s Link in the mirror, vainly eyeing his mug,
Being flattered and jived by his room mate, Pug. 
Ledbetter hursts in while Talley runs his gab,
Trying to borrow a dime to help pay for his cab.
Yes, Sam Johnson’s here with his mouth at full speed:
“Just one collar button. Gents, that’s all that I need.” 
Gradually, one by one, the fellows were through.
And caught cars or walked for the girls whom they knew. 
The building grew dark as the hours closed in.
But still you could hear the loud bellows and din.
You’d think its chaos, and yet through it all,
It's just Christmas Eve in our dear Robert Hall!
SENTIMENT
A picture here upon my wall. 
Simple? Yes, hut yet withal 
Its modest and simple grace—
Deep in my heart, has its own place.
Buggs.
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PLAGIARISM. INERTIA. COLDNESS
By G. Lewis Chandler
In the 1930. August number of The Crisis, Mr. Arthur 
P. Davis, instructor of English at Virginia Union Uni­
versity, presented a very stimulating, but trenchant criti­
cism of the Negro College Student. Mr. Davis, in his 
article, made two major accusations:
1. The Negro College Student is no scholar.
He is lazy.
2. The Negro College Student rebels against 
the wrong things.
In setting forward his criticism of the student, Mr. 
Davis vigorously urged the student “to realize that he 
is the heir of that grand old body of pioneers in Negro 
scholarship of twenty and thirty years ago.” But, in 
my opinion, Mr. Davis is really—though completely un­
aware of it—challenging the teacher of the Negro Col­
lege, not the student who is at the center of his criti­
cism.
It seems that the average Negro College Student 
is lazy — that he is no scholar. But can this not also 
be said of a very large number of teachers in the Ne­
gro College? Are not too many of them still teach­
ing from their stale college notes? Is it not true that 
too many of the teachers are still helplessly leaning on 
their “crutches” the text-book, like a bandy-legged boy? 
How many of them constantly search the library for 
new and different material ? How often, during the year, 
do they even have the urge to turn their minds to orig­
inal, creative work, based on research? Methinks the 
library has every cause to be jealous of the dance halls, 
night clubs, theatres, and the automobile! Yet, I do not 
mean that these should be abolished. I simply ask: if 
teachers are lazy and unscholarly, can we reasonably 
expect the impossible—scholarship and originality— 
from the student.
It is apparently true, as Mr. Davis points out, that 
the average Negro College Student is not original, that 
he is a literary thief—for if he is assigned a report, “he 
makes a bee-line for the librarian, gives him the sub­
ject and expects in return the briefest and most concise 
articles to be found on the subject. The student then 
proceeds to paraphrase the article, changing a few ‘ands’ 
to ‘buts’ and a few ‘buts’ to ‘ands’, and then blandly 
hands in the work as his own without the faintest sense 
of guilt at having stolen.” Why does the student con­
tinue to plagiarize? Who is it that permits such base 
dishonesty and false learning? Surely, not the wide­
awake and efficent teacher! But it is appalling to see 
so many teachers who cannot severely denounce plagiar­
ism among their students because much of what they 
themselves say and teach ought, in fact, to be in quota­
tion marks and footnotes made! Teachers, like students, 
do not take very well the vaccination for the old Ameri­
can small-pox, called “just getting by”!
The teacher in the Negro College must face this situa­
tion squarely and must admit that neither by precept 
nor by example does he always encourage and influence 
the student to do independent research and original work. 
Then who will? And when will the undergraduate learn 
to be fair with both himself and the teacher?
The apathetic and unscholarly Negro College Student 
is perhaps the reflection and the product of inert and 
unscholarly teachers. From the kindergarten through 
the college, many Negro Students have been exposed to 
uninspiring and unscholarly teachers. “He who would 
lift me must be higher than I”, says Emerson. It seems, 
therefore, that not a few Negro Students, victims as they 
have been to it, are lazy by circumstance.
Now, Mr. Davis frankly admits that there are excep­
tions to his two chief accusations, but that “the only 
difficulty is that there are not enough exceptions.” If 
the exceptions are truly negligible, as Mr. Davis inti­
mates, there must be something wrong with American Col­
lege Education—both Negro and white. The Crisis annual­
ly prints a large number of names and pictures of Negro 
College Graduates, ranging from the A. B. degree to the 
Ph. D. It seems, on the basis of this publication, alone, 
the exceptions, which Mr. Davis granted, comprise a 
considerably larger number of scholars than he would 
account for—unless, of course, he means to say that 
most of these graduates, or many of them, are lazy and 
unscholarly. If he does, then it seems to me no fault 
of the student for having finished—and often with high 
distinction—the course of study prescribed by his Alma 
Mater. Is it not the fault of the college for allowing 
such nincompoops to scale its walls so honorably?
The second accusation which Mr. Davis made was 
that the Negro Student does not fight for the signifi­
cant educational things—for hard courses and scholarly 
teachers—but that he fights for certain “mythical rights”, 
which, perhaps, will do him no earthly good. If Mr. 
Davis in this observation and criticism is correct, I feel 
that he is not fair. Human nature is universally the 
same the world over. It is natural that the student in 
general will “flock into snap courses” and will make 
easy teachers “feel good” and think themselves truly 
popular; it is natural, too, that the average student will 
“fight shy” of the more difficult courses and teachers. 
The path of least resistance is always more beaten than 
all others! Perhaps this explains why the teacher him­
self is often indolent and unoriginal! Who is the teach­
er, anyway? He is a former (some still are) student. 
Many seem to forget this fact, however!
The average college man is a Bohemian. He often 
takes flight into “an empire of chimera.” He is young, 
healthy, and active. He naturally seeks pleasure and 
“fun.” Though these impulses should be kept under 
sane control, we must always remember that it is against 
the laws of Normal Behavior that Youth and Age should 
think and act alike.
However, the Negro College Student has made himself 
frequently obnoxious in his periodic “grumblings”, pe­
titions, and even strikes—all because, so Mr. Davis 
thinks he believes faithfully in a so-called “mythical 
sense of liberty.” In all probability, Mr. Davis must 
have in mind the Negro Student in Negro Colleges 
where many reporters and competent educators find that 
“Old Fogyism”, obsolete “Blue Laws”, nauseating Mid- 
Victorian codes of living, and autocracy are rampant. 
The Negro College Student is indeed socially alert—even 
if he seems at times intellectually frozen. Many of these 
students travel in the summer; they come in contact with
Continued on Page Twelve
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COLLEGIATE CROSSROADS THE Y. M. C. A.
A new system of faculty advisors for Freshmen has 
been announced at Princeton. The plan serves to bring 
the student and his adviser close together, thus bridg­
ing the gap between school and university life. It is 
believed that an intimate knowledge of the school from 
which the students has been graduated will be of con­
siderable importance to the adviser in fulfilling his func­
tion properly. This knowledge the adviser will ac­
quire under the new system by continuous contact with 
the graduates of a given school and also by occasional 
visits to the school for conferences with the headmasters 
and with groups of boys who plan to apply for admis­
sion to Princeton.—N. S. F. A.
If John Jones and Ike Page have always been the best 
of friends for years; if they have always trusted and con­
fided their deepest thought one with the other; and if 
they have never had misunderstandings one with the 
other back in the old home town, it seems to be utterly 
ridiculous that the lifelong friends should begin to act 
like Jackasses as soon as each has a different frat pin 
put on his vest—Lincoln News.
In preliminary observations on the desirability of en­
suring world peace, Dr. Garfield remarked that the rea­
son was in realistic terms, because the nations have an 
increasing number of interests in common which are en­
dangered by war. Economic interests are largely in­
ternational and it is obvious that world economics can 
be solved only by some form of world organization.
Williams Record.
President Hoover in a recent radio address urged that 
the nation support the unendowed liberal arts colleges. 
“Throughout our history”, the President said, “these col­
leges have been and are now the seed beds of leader­
ship. They have contributed a large part to the presence 
of our land of nearly 2,000,000 college trained men and 
women. Theirs is a great honor roll of men and wom­
en in our nation. The finest traditions of our country 
are rooted in their associations and their inspirations.
N. S. F. A.
Requests were made at a recent meeting of the Pan- 
Hellenic Council for the University to allow Freshmen 
to live in the fraternity houses, and the plan is a good 
one in the eyes of The Wheel.
A man comes off to school and should not be made 
to “rot it” in his every day life. And regardless to what 
the opposition may say, the rats would get it where they 
don’t prefer to.
Let a man get collegiate by degrees; the change 
from the home to the fraternity house is too great for 
one year—Emory Wheel.
Gradually over a period of years, the freshmen rules 
have been growing less and less rigid. Alumni come 
back and marvel at how gently the freshmen are being 
treated. While these same freshmen complain of their 
position. Even within the port two or three years, cer­
tain of the freshman-sophomore functions have been abol­
ished, and with them have gone several minor details 
of the rules which made the underclassman feel his place.
Middlebury Campus.
Under the auspices of the Young Men’s Christian 
Association, a library and reading room have been pro­
vided for the students in Graves Hall. Valuable litera­
ture dealing with divers topics will be found in the 
library. Professoi' Joseph L. Whiting has kindly lent a 
volume of Harvard Classics to the “Y” library which 
will be of interest to many of us. We hope that the 
students will feel free to use the library and reading 
room to their best advantage.
The college has made it possible for us to continue 
the Y. M. C. A. conference rooms in Graves Hall this 
year. To all of these things students have access. Let 
us see to it that none of these are abused.
Through the local Association the following persons 
attended the Atlanta Student Conference under the aus­
pices of the Atlanta Intercollegiate Council at the But­
ler Street Y. M. C. A. during the week-end of Novem­
ber 14th. Students: Messrs: H. J. Battle, M. K. Curry, 
R. L. Fuller, R. C. Hunt, J. Jewell, B. Murkasa, F. N 
Marshburn, R. H. Payne, R. D. Rambeau, T. Kilgore; 
Faculty Members: Professors B. R. Brazeal, C. J. Gres­
ham and E. A. Jones. Messrs. Charles Beckett and 
W. H. Shell are our permanent representatives on the 
Council this school year.
Under the auspicies of the “Y”, Professor Kemper 
Harreld was presented in his annual violin recital in 
Sale Hall Chapel, Friday evening, November 20th. He 
was assisted by the Morehouse College Orchestra and 
the Spelman College Quartet. Miss Josephine Harreld 
was the accompanist. Many people witnessed this pro­
gram, and seemed to have enjoyed it.
We were pleased to have as our guests on Sunday 
afternoon, November 8th, the Student Interracial Forum.
Messrs. Charles A. Beckett and Henry N. Holmes rep­
resented us at the joint Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. 
State Conference at Paine College, Augusta, Georgia, 
during the week-end of November 27th. We are ex­
pecting these men to help us make our “Y” one of the 
best in the State. Would you like to share in this ex­
perience with us? If so—come on!
Regular meetings of the Young Men’s Christian Asso­
ciation are held each Tuesday at 7:00 P. M. in the “Y” 
rooms. To all of our meetings you are invited.
THE MU LAMBDA JOURNALISM SOCIETY
“The pen is mightier than the sword”, thus spoke a 
man with a vision, that had realized the value of jour­
nalistic endeavor. He was so convinced of its value 
that he asserted that armies and regiments fail to hold 
their own in the presence of a greater force.
Yet how many people fail to realize this fact and fail 
to take advantage of journalistic opportunities when 
they are presented to them.
The Mu Lambda Journalism Society invites YOLT to 
attend its next meeting, if you are interested in journal­
ism, an enrolled undergraduate at Morehouse College and 
willing to cooperate. If you measure up to these re­
quirements consult the following for full particulars:
A. L. Jordan, President; A. L. Sanders, Secretary.
I never had such a tough time in my life. First I 
got angina pectoris, then tuberculosis, pneumonia, and 
finally appendicitis. I don’t know how I ever pulled 
through. It was the hardest spelling test I ever had.
—Exchange.
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CHAPEL CHATS IN THE TIGER’S PAW
This resume of our chapel services for the past few 
weeks will reveal three things: First, that those who 
have led us in our thinking during this time, for the 
most part, have been men of unusual capabilities; sec­
ondly, that the topics which were discussed—were suc­
cinct and timely; thirdly, that many of the points ad­
vanced by these speakers are applicable to our lives.
A Forum, November 4-5. The question: Resolved, 
That the Press Is Democracy’s Greatest Danger.
Wednesday, November 4th—The Affirmative: Messrs. 
A. C. Tyler and J. T. Wardlaw.
Thursday, Novmeber 5th—The Negative: Messrs M. 
K. Curry and W. E. Harrison.
Sunday morning. November 8th—Mr. Howard Thur­
man spoke to us cn “Lazarus and the Rich Man.” He 
gave to us two suggestions: “First, the wheels of time 
move forward always, backwards never. Secondly, life 
is not going to work any big miracles in order to satisfy 
the demands of your little life.”
Mr. J. B. Matthews, Executive Secretary, The Fellow­
ship of Reconciliation, was the speaker for our second 
monthly lecture, November 10th. His subject was “The 
Revolution in Soviet Russia.” The significant points 
brought out by the speaker were: “Soviet Russia is the 
new world power to which almost every one must make 
some kind of orientation. There you’ll find the first 
real program in the history of the world, tied up with 
electrofication. The plan of Soviet Russia goes down to 
the fundamental issue of the ownership control and mo­
tivation of the economic machines.
The challenge of Soviet Russia is not one of planned 
economy, but one to a new philosophy of owning ma­
chines. It is a new conception of patriotism. Soviet 
Russia has appeared on the scene to show us the way.
The challenge of Soviet Russia to our liberalism is 
one that cannot be overlooked. In Russia, we have a 
dogmatism that is against exploitation. I am not too 
sure that much of our scientific spirit is a search for 
truth, but rather because we have lost confidence in its 
real value.
We have a monopoly on dynamic in our traditional 
faith—Soviet Russia is a challenge to that. A system 
so inspired with social passion that it sends our sailor 
boys with a thirst for knowledge.”
Negro Achievement Week was observed from Novem- 
vember llth-13th. Mr. Jefferson Flannigan spoke on 
Wednesday, emphasizing the fact that what we achieve 
goes further than those of us who are behind it. Thurs­
day, we witnessed an inspiring program rendered by 
members of the student body.
Friday morning, Dr. Bowen, of Gammon Theological 
Seminary, spoke to us on “The Greatest Achievement 
of the Race.” He said that the greatest achievement 
of the race was not in buildings, nor railroad, but in 
building a man. Brains, conscience and will constitute 
manhood.”
Mr. Frank T. Wilson, Student Secretary Y. M. C. A. 
spoke to us on the Sabbath morn of November 15th. His 
subject was “Life.” His crowning statement was “may 
we ever find Jesus the Lord of Life.”
Please Turn to Page Twelve
Football is over for this school year at Morehouse, 
much to the delight of all Maroon supporters. After 
starting a season that seemed to hold many good things 
for them, the Tigers began to slip and continued to do 
so until a team which was in the beginning fair, kept 
down grade until it was out right poor.
Since last we went to press, the Tigers have marched 
on the field four successive Saturdays just to march off 
two hours later defeated.
The game at Tuskegee was a hard fought, well played 
game with Edward Rodriguez, a Morehouse junior, play­
ing his first game demonstrating just how end should 
be played, but dame fortune had him spotted and he 
is now residing at Tuskegee in the hospital. Maise and 
Evans on the receiving end of forward passes were suc­
cessful in making touchdowns. The Tuskegee forwards 
were loo powerful and soon wore the Maroons down 
and proceeded to win the game.
Next in line was Talladega, a supposedly weak team, 
but the first few minutes of play netted the ’Degans 
two touchdowns, a lead which was overcome by the 
Tigers, but the lead obtained by the Tigers was short 
lived. The Degans finally winning, 18-13.
The team returned home to play one of its most for­
midable foes, Clark. The Panthers being a very un­
usual team, which seemed to play its best football with 
its back to the wall was not able to score on the Tigers 
until the final period when a pass, Baker to Reeves, 
placed the ball in scoring position from there it was 
carried over by Roberts. The final score, Clark,7-More- 
house, 0.
On November 28th, a game for charity was staged on 
the Morehouse Athletic Field. The Maroons seemed to 
be no no match at all for the Hornets, losing 24-0.
The football season was a poor one, for those who 
think in terms of the immediate present, but those of 
far vision get much pleasure out of possibilities for an­
other year as regular linesmen remain will be Archer 
and Evans, ends; Tyson, Kendricks, Cage, and Bowen, 
guards; Masique, Reed, and Booher, tackles; Smith and 
McIver, centers. In the backfield, Foster, Kelley, Jones, 
and Church, which forms a nucelus for a championship 
team.
Men who fought hard and bravely this year who will 
not return in ’32 are, Maise, Edmonds, Stewart and 
Davis. The Maroon Tiger wishes all a happy voyage in 
the old hard world.
BASKETBALL
The basketball outlook at Morehouse College is ex­
ceedingly misty, so much so that Coaches Forbes and 
Vaughn are now busy giving fundamentals trying to get 
a team ready for basketball season. Many members of 
last year’s team are not in school this year, which has 
greatly impaired the progress of the team, among the 
missing are Stewart, Shepherd and Howard.
There are a few new comers who will probably aid 
in solving the basketball situation this fall. Tyson of 
football fame, and Pleasant from Wendell Phillips be­
ing probably the two best new comers. Archer, Buggs 
and Smith last year’s team will also be seen representing 
the Tigers. There are many other Morehouse students 
out for the first time trying to help solve the problem, 
among them are, Chennault, Booher, Mathis, and 
Christler.
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FOOTBALL SUMMARIES
Continued From Page Eleven
Morehouse 13 Allen .... . 6
Morehouse . . . ... 0 Benedict ___ 0
Morehouse _ _____  12 Fisk 0
Morehouse 12 Tuskegee .. 32
Morehouse 0 Morris Brown .... 13
Morehouse _________ 13 Talladega _____ ____  18
Morehouse - 0 Clark ____  7
Morehouse ... .... . (1 Alabama ___ 24
Total .... ... . 50 Total . 100
Individual Scorers
Maise_____ 18 Edmonds 6
Jones_ 18 Evans ______ _ 6
Jefferies _________ 1 Kelley_________ ____ 1
Total___________ 50
Continued From Page Nine
modern culture; they grasp Life by the hand. Even 
from their courses in Modern Literature, Modern Drama, 
Modern Poetry, Modern Education, Modern Psychology, 
Modern Chemistry—Modern this and Modern that—they 
learn—if their teachers are efficient—the essence of 
Modernism.
No countenancing violence in any for whatsoever, 
we can agree that it is natural for modern students to 
oppose such policies that are inconsistent with the times 
and with their lives. Students are not different from 
colonies; and colonies will rebel when the mother coun­
try fails, as did England with us, to keep pace with the 
progress and changing conditions of her possessions.
It is now time for both teacher and student to get 
busily to work—to make sure that Plagiarism, Inertia, 
and Coldness do not conquer Original Thinking, Vigor­
ous Action and Sympathetic Feeling.
Continued from Page Eleven 
Mr. Wilson spoke to us again on Monday. He said
that, “we need to become intellectually and spiritually 
self supporting. We need to develop critical facul­
ties so that we may become a great companion with all 
the world.”
A Symposium on “The Family” was conducted by the 
senior class November 18th-20th. Wednesday, Mr. M. 
K. Curry spoke on “The Relation of Self to the Family.” 
The core of his talk was that the relationship was one 
of moral responsibility.
Thursday, Mr. Fred Maise spoke on “The Relation 
of Parents to the Child.” His talk may be summarized 
in this statement—parents should understand their chil­
dren.
Friday morning, Mr. W. E. Harrison closed the sym­
posium with his address on “The Relation of the Child 
to the Parent”, that relationship is best seen in a child 
that is obedient—who has a receptive mind for advice, 
and who reputably cares for perpetuating the family 
name,” remarked the speaker.
November 22, Mr. Thurman addresed us on “The Lost 
Coin.” The high point of his address was—“the test 
of a man’s life is to be found in the amount of pain 
that a man can absorb without spoiling his joy.”
Continued From Page Six
all the nations of the league and Japan. He suggested 
an economic boycott as a means of settling with Japan. 
America stood in the lead in arguments using moral 
pressure to bring such about. He believed that the Unit­
ed States should join the League of Nations in an ef­
fort to bring moral pressure to bear.
Newspapers were criticized by the speaker for playing 
up stories exaggerating, such as the sinking of the Maine, 
last century. The American press played up stories 
against the Germans during the World War and the 
German press played up the same against the allies.
His talks on Tuesday both dealt with the problems of 
labor. He spoke on the “Obstacles Met By a Labor 
Organized.” He criticized severely the unequal distribu­
tion of wealth, that resulted in the lack of opportunity. 
At the present day I he motives in production should be 
consumption rather than profit.
A suggestion that we adopt organized planning so 
as to eliminate over-production was made. He stressed 
a shortening of hours in actual work days so as to al­
low an absorption of men and work. We should have 
a system of unemployment insurance somewhat similar 
to the type enforced by Great Brittain. He urged the 
college youth of today to think in a general way in terms 
of constructing a program by which the economic order 
would be bettered.
Continued from Page Five
Seminary and College, spoke to us on December 1st- 
3rd. Tuesday, his subject was: “What Ails the World.” 
The crowning statement was: “Behind all of this trans­
formation that has taken place in the world today is a 
certain kind of human spirit. If we can build in our 
colleges and society masterful spirits of manhood—ev­
erything else will tune in all right.”
On Wednesday, Dr. Johns spoke on “Sources of Vi­
tal Energy.” The salient points in this address were: 
“The consciousness of God has been the greatest dynamic 
of social progress, instead of an adjunct to the grave. 
The world today is penning its hope for hope to Him 
who stood before Pilate with His hands tied—the Cru­
cified One.”
Dr. Johns closed his series of three addresses, Thurs­
day morning, speaking on “What Shall We Do With 
Ourselves and Over Surroundings.” The speaker said, 
“Jesus proclaimed in His day what we need to proclaim 
today—mental transformation. Only those people can 
greatly help us who have the power to greatly harm 
us. What Jesus called temptations we are still inclined 
to call opportunities. We are making ourselves phy­
sically secure. Jesus regarded this as a temptation. The 
inclination to display was the second great temptation 
for Him, but were buying bigger and better cars to 
show' our friends how bad thev look. If we could get 
people to be satisfied with simple things, to minister 
unto personal efficiency, we might build a tranquil earth. 
His last temptation was to rule. One day the world 
will come around to Jesus’ point of view, for it is the 
only thing that we can sensibly do.”
Mr. Thurman closed the “Week of Prayer” with an 
address on “The Ethical Problems of Macbeth.” These 
were his key words, “A man who undertakes to traffic 
his ideal of goodness commits an unpardonable sin. 
He lives in a twilight world. He becomes the disjointed 
perambulating epitome, as it were, of twisted ideas.”
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i WIT AND HUMOR
IE YOU HAVE HEAD THIS ONE STOP ME 
C. S. Buggs, ’32
Waiter: “Where’s the paper plate I gave you with 
your pie?”
Customer: “My word! I thought that was the lower 
erust.”
Mary: “We’ve been waiting here a long time lor that 
mother of mine.”
Henry: “Hours. 1 should say.”
Mary: “Oh, Henry, dear, this is so sudden.”
“Now’ to get down to the point,” said the ink to the 
fountain pen as it started sliding out of the container.
He: “Are you Fanny’s roommate?”
She: “Yes.”
He: “I thought that lipstick tasted familiar.”
Glass: “When Mr. Smith died he left all he had to 
an orphan asylum.”
Ware: “Indeed! That was nice of him. What did he 
leave?”
Glass: “His twelve children.”
Lawyer: “Now, sir, did you, or did you not, on the 
date in question, or any other time, previously or sub­
sequently say or even intimate to the defendant or any 
one else, w’hether a friend or mere acquaintance, or, in 
fact, a stranger, that the statement imputed to you, 
w’hether just or unjust, and denied by the plaintiff, was 
a matter of no moment or otherwise? Answer me, Yes
o.
Witness: “Yes or No, what?
—Exchange.
Tramp (to woman at back door) : “Lady, I lost my 
leg, and I thought perhaps you—”
Lady: “Well, I haven’t got it here.”
A mine superintendent had gone down into the lower 
levels to talk to a crew of men imprisoned by a cave-in.
“George”, he shouted to one through a narrow hole, 
“are you married?”
“Nossuh,” answered a voice, “dis am de wustest fix 
I evah been in yet.”
Exchange.—
Physician: “Are you ill? Let me see your tongue, 
please.”
Patient: “It’s no use, doc. No tongue can tell how 
bad I feel.”
The driver of a dilapidated car asked a bystander: 
“Can you tell me the quickest w7ay to Stone Mountain?
Bystander: (After a critical glance at the car) “Yes, 
take a trolley.”
“Yeah! The woman always pays,” said Mr. Brown, 
as he made out his monthly alimony check.
WERE YOU THERE
1. When Blake threw' a pail of water on Mike Mathis’ 
head and Mike used all kinds of flowery language in his 
anger before the Woof-Woof.
2. When Sam Johnson walked all the way out to 
Miss E. M.’s house on Simpson Street, expecting to “get 
a break”, as he thought Mr. H. Me. did not report regu­
larly, but to his sorrow Mr. H. Me. soon came in— 
poor little Sam was soon found on the corner of Ashby 
and Hunter eating an ice cream cone—trying to cool 
off, I suppose. That’s all right, Sammie, long walks 
are good for you.
3. When Stick Harrison actually waited from 7 A. M. 
to 7 P. M. in the Terminal Station waiting room for 
his dear girl friend to come from Ashville. That’s 
nothing—anybody can make a mistake “in time”, “Stick.”
4. When Midget Thomas wanted to kill himself, as 
he realized he had married three times without getting 
a single divorce. Don’t worry, Midget, there are four 
more for you, yet.
5. When Billie Robinson offered to pay the Editor- 
in-Chief to put his name in the paper.
6. When Bill Dixon drank five milk shakes and ten 
weiners—Times are not hard with you, are they Bill?
7. When Stick cried out horror! horror! horror!
3. When Edgar “Stick” Harrison won the debate from 
the Oxford men—way out in the audience?
CAN YOU IMAGINE
1. Rev. Talley eating with his knife—I mean, ac­
tually putting it in his mouth?
2. Stick Harrison having a girl friend and a hat? 
That boy will have an overcoat soon.
3. Preston Evans going to class on time.
4. Rudy Colston working in the Library every night? 
Big break for Sam J., eh?
5. Asthma Jordan in the Dramatic Club and play­
ing in the Orchestra?
6. Bung Walker’s feet not hurting?
7. Doddy actually staying away from Spelman a 
whole day? That boy goes on Sunday nights, too.
8. Buggs falling in love again, after bein jilted 35 
times?
9. Billy Robinson wanting to fight the next man who 
writes scandal and leaves out his name? Here ’tis. 
Billy.
10. Lincoln Jackson being run out of a girl’s home 
by a “Crab”?
Judge: “This man says that after he fired a shot he 
saw’ you run from his chicken coop.”
Rastus: “He could easily be mistaken, Jedge. Fast 
as I was runnin’ it might have been some one else what 
faintl) resembles me.”
Sweet Young Thing: “Stop! my lips are for another!”
Fresh Young Man: “Well, hold still and you’ll get 
another.”
Old Block: “When I was a boy your age, I didn’t 
tell lies.”
Chip: “Well, how old was you when you started, 
Pop?”
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MAin 6122 MAin 6123
AMOS DRUG STORE
We Deliver Cor. Ashby & Hunter Sts.
When In Need Of
FUNERAL DIRECTOR OR AMBULANCE 
— call —
HAUGABROOKS & COMPANY 
At 277 Auburn Avenue, N. E.






A. L. Lewis, President 
W. C. KELLEY, District Manager 
236 AUBURN AVE., N. E. ATLANTA, GA.
PLEASING YOU KEEPS US IN BUSINESS
BANKS BARBER SHOP
We Advocate First-Class Service Only 
CLEANING PRESSING
E. O. Aderholt, Mgr., Pressing Dept.
11 ASHBY ST., N. E. Phone: JA. 8378
Phone: WALNUT 9753
KELLY’S STUDIO
You owe your friend your Photograph and you 
owe it to yourself to see KELLY’S Work before
deciding just who shall make it.
COME AND SEE HIM
Third Floor Herndon Building
239 AUBURN AVE., N. E. ATLANTA, GA.
HANLEY COMPANY, UNDERTAKERS 
and Funeral Directors
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF FUNERAL NECESSITIES 
OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST NO DESERVING POOR REFUSED
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
J. H. HANLEY, President W. C. CRUMLEY, Manager
JAckson 9007 WAlnut 1440 WAlnut 1441
21 BELL STREET. N. E. ATLANTA, GEORGIA
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WILLIAMS BUSINESS COLLEGE
— affiliated with —
MORRIS BROWN COLLEGE
Now is the time to file application 
for the Second Semester.
137 Boulevard. N. E. JAckson 2651
MADAM C. J. WALKER 
BEAUTY PARLOR
“We Specialize In All Beauty Culture”
All of Madam C. J. Walker’s Products Sold 
Men’s Wonder Pomade A Specialty
PHINAZEE & GRESHAM, Proprietors 
370 Auburn Ave., N. E. JAckson 3834
Res.: J A. 3270-W Office: J A. 1069
J. B. BLAYTON
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT 
Senior Member
J. B. BLAYTON & COMPANY 
— Southern Offices —
250 AUBURN AVE., N. E. ATLANTA, GA.
JAS. L. HOLLOWAY 
JEWELER
Watches Diamonds Rings Silverware 
Class Rings and Pins
172 AUBURN AVE., N. E. Phone: WA1. 2772
Phone: MAIN 9328
OH BOY! IT WON'T BE LONG NOW!
For I Am On My Way To 
MOREHOUSE CAFE 
SANDWICHES CAKE OF ALL KINDS
PIES AND MILK SHAKES—5c 






Half and Whole Sole Specialist
1
Prices Are Correct and Work Satisfactory 
“SERVICE” Is Our Motto
R. L. BREWER, Prop. W. J. ADAMS, Mgr.
212 CHESTNUT STREET ATLANTA, GA.
WOODS’ QUALITY SHOE 
REPAIRING
If you want first-class work—See Us.
If Not—See the Other Fellow 
We close at 7 P. M., Saturday Night, 9:00 
726 Fair St., S. W. Atlanta, Ga.
NEW^MOON
BAKERY
E. L. Wright, Proprietor 
BREAD — CAKES — PIES 
“Every Bite A Loud Speaker”
231 AUBURN AVENUE, N. E. Phone: JAckson 6975
WAlnut 2682 Walter J. Harris
Mortician
HARRIS FUNERAL HOME
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS 
Open Day And Night Call Us Any Time
Private Ambulance Service
328 AUBURN AVENUE, N. E. ATLANTA, GEORGIA
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— USE —
MAROON TIGER ADS.




— give your Dances at — j
“28 Ashby Street”
Can Serve Parties On Short Notice
MRS. L. A. SMITH
28 ASHBY ST., N. W. Phone: 9713
ATTENTION!! BE FOXY—
— and see the —
CREAM OF HOLLYWOOD
FORWARD MARCH TO THE SOUTH'S MOST BEAUTIFUL THEATRE 
where the programs are always the best in the city and comfort and convenience are 
the watchwords.
The Fox Theatre is the nicest place in all Atlanta for you to spend your after­
noons and evenings. Why not make up a party this evening or tomorrow and come out 
where you can enjoy yourself in the refreshed air of Charms, Beauty and Superb Acting?
BE FOXY—AND SEE THE BEST ONES AT THE
Fox Theatre
PONCE DE LEON AND PEACHTREE Where Good Shows Are A Habit
A Place Of Amusement —
SUNSET CASINO
When you wish to select a place for clean, wholesome and unadulterated enter­
tainment, go to SLTNSET CASINO. Col. S. R. Speede has spared no pains in making 
this park an attractive and alluring place for amusements and enjoyment.
During the past few months belles, and beaus, school lads and lassies, social 
fanatics. Profs, and Sophs, Frats and Sorors, Business Magnates, Doctors, Lawyers, in 
fact all of Atlanta’s most prominent have tripped to the strains of the HARMONIOUS 
MASTER JAZZ in no mean way.
The SPACIOUS CASINO has been ARTISTICALLY DECORATED by the Old 
Colonel himself. SOFT MELLOW LIGHT sometimes the REVOLVING SPOT LIGHT 
has added to the glamour and enchantment of the night. The FLOORS are WAXED 
and POLISHED so SLICK that the smart young Freshman has to be very careful lest 
he be downed and possibly carry his partner with him to his regret.
The after holiday affairs promise to be more enjoyable than the preceeding ones. 
More interest is hoped to be manifested at the park with the opening of the Basketball 
Season.
For GAMES. DANCES and SOCIAL CHATS, come to SUNSET CASINO. The 
writer is confident that the atmosphere will be impregnated with GALA TIMES spent 
around the wee-wee hours AT SUNSET CASINO, and all Atlanta is agog awaiting 
that initial break. 'Till then, Farewell.
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Curry & Hall’s Style Shop
Announcing The Last Days Of 
THE CASH RAISING SALE!
Featuring Quality Men’s Wear 
at “Below Cost Prices”
JA. CURRY & HALL’S 234











A11 Colors — $2.98 




227 AUBURN AVE. 604 McDANIEL
ROBINSON-COFER CO.
Better Printing
WE PRINT “THE MAROON TIGER”— JUDGE FOR YOURSELF 
We Can Print Anything — And Our Price Is Right 
If You Want Satisfaction, Write —
ROBINSON - COFER COMPANY
198 AUBURN AVE., N. E. ATLANTA. GEORGIA
THE MAROON TIGER
MAIN 4114
FAIR AT CHESTNUT, S. W.
Always the place to go- 
where you can shop
and lunch at the 




YATES & MILTON 
PHARMACY
Cut Prices 
that equal the 
lowest obtained
anywhere. Strict 
attention to your 
needs and stocks of 
Everything good stores have
AUBURN AT BUTLER, N. E. 
WALNUT 1401 - 2
WHEN YOU BEGIN THE BUILDING
— of a —
Life Insurance Program
SEEK EXPERT ADVICE 
FROM ANY AGENT OF THE
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
250 AUBURN AVE., N. E. WALNUT 4612
